
Branch Summary 

Actions points from members meeting on 23.7.2020 

Social Event distanced at a local pub not judged to be appropriate due to Government guidelines about 
number of households allowed to meet. Meeting on 23rd September partially due to clash with meeting on 
17th. 
 
There is still a lack of clarity about Oxford East target wards 
 
The first whole of Oxfordshire Quiz night was a great success. Watch out for the next one! 
 
We are working on finding volunteers to help in Cowley with leafleting, social media and data entry, and to 
help leaflet in St Mary’s and Donnington. 
 

Actions points from AGM on 27.2.20 

It was AGREED, by majority vote that the roles of officers may need to be reviewed/refined by the in-coming 

Officers so that several people could work on some of the tasks if necessary. It was agreed that the Branch 

should be less formally structured, more inclusive and less hierarchical. This work is on-going. 

Chris Jarvis: Young Greens Liaison Officer 

Catherine Gundry: Equality & Diversity Liaison Adviser 

Sue Tibbles: Trade Union Liaison Officer –Sue also volunteered to help the Secretary with room bookings and 

some administrative work. 

Report from Oxford City Councillors: Craig Simmons and Dick Wolff 
The full Council meeting at the end of July was online. Craig Simmons and Dick Wolff presented 14 questions 
and 3 motions. One asking the Council to adopt the principles for a Green recovery was agreed, and they 
hoped to take it to the County Growth Board too. They are also pushing for the Council to adopt the ‘Donut 
Economics’ approach. Some good presentations from green members of the public, including Colin Aldridge, 
also helped to bring issues to the notice of other political parties. They called the Council to account for 
banning food street traders whilst allowing outdoor markets; the Council said they hadn’t banned these just 
not issued licences! Progress continues on Low Traffic Neighbourhood plans with public meetings and further 
design work. Dick and Craig have been involved in the Active Travel grant bid to Government submitting 
design ideas for both St Marys Ward and the Cowley Rd. One early success is the re-paved Dawson Street... a 
new ‘pocket park’. The Council recently decided NOT to extend the work of the Climate Emergency review 
group for another year, instead preferring a review on domestic violence. We think there should be room for 
both! We almost managed to get the 2020 air quality target reinserted in the new 2020–2025 Air Quality plan. 
I am sure that this omission had nothing to do with the Council’s failure to meet the target (based on last 
year’s data) 
 

Report from COWLEY TARGET WARD: Hazel and Steve Dawe 

Liveable Cowley: We have established a website to package our transport related activities of the past few years 

addressing the concerns of Cowley residents. We carried out vehicle counts on 15th. The Cowley Area Transport 

Group site is at: www.catg.org.uk  

http://www.catg.org.uk/


We have been working with Friends of Lye Valley. ‘Rough dams’ and coppicing works on Rock Edge, the Lye 

Valley SSSI and Nature Reserve in Headington help to keep the Fens in the Valley as wet as much as possible 

through the year and slow down water movement into Boundary Brook, which has in the past flooded into the 

Florence Park area.  

Supporting Climate Action in Oxford: Hazel and Steve have helped with a ‘NO future for fossil fuels’ banner 

drop at Oxford bridges and a petrol station action and stewarded Oxford Youth Climate Strikes at Barclays on 

the Cornmarket, and during their Westgate fast fashion campaigning.  

Proposal from Our Diversity Coordinator, Catherine Gundry 

At the first New Savoy Partnership Conference I was introduced to the concept that those of us who perceive 
ourselves as focused on solution eg. prevention (including education), healing and rescue are very adept at 
concealing our racial and other forms of prejudice from ourselves and each other. We are susceptible to 
unconscious bias simply because we are locked into trying to do good, as if we are not carrying the negative 
attitudes (mainly based on fear) accrued through our experience of life so far. Often our own mental health, 
our own bodies and our own families suffer as a result. 
 
Speaking truth to the power within ourselves can be a very painful, but also very liberating process and can 
have the effect of freeing us up in our engagement with others. 
 
In order to make our party as effective as possible in preparation for the coming Election, I would like to offer 
a varied training programme exploring aspects of unconscious bias within the mindful concept of being 
present in pairs and small groups. 
Without participants punishing themselves in the process. 

 
Local Issues in the news 

Redevelopment of Oxford Station 

Green Councillors in Oxford have broadly welcomed the news that the redevelopment of Oxford Station is 
taking a step forward but have warned against a repeat of previous dis-jointed consultations which led to the 
current poor-quality design.  
 
Green Councillor Dick Wolff says "we will be pushing for a properly integrated 'gateway' transport hub of the 
type common in Germany and the Netherlands where travellers can seamlessly change transport modes. We 
want proper covered and supervised bike parking, step free access to platforms and proper waiting areas. We 
also want to see innovative, non-polluting, interconnecting citywide services such as small branch line trains, 
electric buses, trams or even, as our twin town of Wroclaw has, an urban cable car."  

The masterplan will include a significant amount of public consultation to arrive at a final preferred solution, 
with the first round of public engagement expected in late 2020.  A website will also be created for the station 
and the wider west end developments to support this. 

Council calls on government to introduce effective regulation of short lets  

In the first action of its kind in the city, Oxford City Council has won a planning appeal banning the use of a 
property for short lets. In July last year, the council issued a planning enforcement notice against the owner of 
a property in William Street being used as a short let. This followed a complaint from a local resident that they 

https://www.oxford.gov.uk/news/article/1220/city_council_calls_on_short-let_landlords_of_entire_homes_in_oxford_to_apply_for_planning_permission


were experiencing antisocial behaviour and nuisance from the property. The owner appealed to the Planning 
Inspectorate, which has dismissed the appeal and required the owner to stop using it as a short let from this 
month.  

The council is now repeating its call for short let landlords to apply for planning change of use before it takes 
action against other properties in the city. It is also calling for effective government regulation of the sector. 

Commenting on the planning appeal result, Green City Councillor Craig Simmons - who supported the appeal - 
said: 
 
"Clearly, we need to get the balance right. Short lets have a place in Oxford but they must have the 
appropriate planning designation and not cause noise and nuisance to neighbours. Although this appeal 
success is good news, nothing much will change until we have proper national legislation." 

Oxford sets out UK’s first localised air pollution target in new draft Air Quality Action Plan 
Greens have cautiously welcomed the news that the City is to set itself an air quality target which exceeds the 
current legal annual mean limit for NO2 target of 40 µg/m3. The target will seek to reduce this to 30 µg/m3 by 
2025.  
 
Although the current legal annual mean limit value for NO2 is 40 µg/m3, research now shows that this is not a 
safe limit.   

Green Cllr Craig Simmons says "setting an ambitious target for 2025 is welcome, but the Council is already 
required to reduce emissions below 40 µg/m3 THIS YEAR and is failing to do so. Last year emissions in Oxford 
actually increased! We have seen delays in the introduction of the so-called Zero Emission Zone and a botched 
policy on car park development and pricing which has actually encouraged people to drive in to the City 
Centre.  Yes, it is good that the Council is setting a challenging 2025 goal, but we need action now."  
 
 
 


